
An English Language 
Development Program

 Build language 
proficiency.

 Collaborate through 
speaking, listening, 
reading and writing.

 Ensure equity  
of access for  
all learners. 

Grades K-6

Support Language Development 
Skills to Meet English Language 
Proficiency Standards
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English learners face the simultaneous challenges  
of acquiring English language proficiency and  
content area knowledge – while being held to the 
same standards and expectations as their peers. 
How can educators ensure all learners full access  
to content?

The English Learning Dilemma 

Wonders for English Learners creates learning experiences  

that inspire confidence, increase student engagement, and  

build language skills.

This robust program includes:

 •   Engaging content with scaffolding  
and support designed specifically for  
English learners

 •    Connected curriculum that supports  
learning in the core classroom

 •   Emphasis on building speaking,  
listening, reading and writing skills  
to improve both academic and  
social language 

 •   Targeted instruction for all  
proficiency levels



•   Integration  
Content covers the same themes and topics as the core classroom,  
with scaffolding designed for English learners. Students encounter 
essential content multiple times to reinforce learning. 

•   Level Up 
Customized scaffolding and support designed specifically for  
English learners helps students build communication skills and 
accelerate them through each of the proficiency levels, whether  
they are beginning to learn the language or are more advanced. 

•      Support 
Flexible instruction fits a variety of implementation models, 
including push-in, pull-out, sheltered instruction, and self-contained 
classrooms. Lessons are available in 30-, 45-, and 60-minute periods.

Wonders for English Learners connects with  

Wonders, providing fully-integrated support for  

English Language Development.

Teacher’s Edition

English Language  
Development

Grade 4

BEGINNING INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED 

FOR ENGLISH LEARNERS

Teacher’s Edition

English Language  
Development

Grade 1

BEGINNING INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED 

FOR ENGLISH LEARNERS

Companion 
Worktext

ELD 
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www.mheonline.com/readingwonders



• Shared features and grade level content with appropriate  
scaffolding is designed for English learners. 

• Students encounter essential content multiple times to  
reinforce understanding.  

• English language instruction provides a pathway for students  
to access complex texts and prepare for state testing.

The Power of Connection   

Build and Reinforce Student Knowledge.

• Differentiated instruction builds on the integrated English learner  
support in Wonders.

• Scaffolds provide support for English learners to access on-level  
text and skills.

• Prompts help students make connections to the Essential Question using 
academic language, vocabulary, and text evidence.

• A path for students to successfully participate in Wonders whole-group 
instruction is provided.

 Adaptive technologies

 Language development

 Digital learning tools 

 Engaging content

 
Address the learning needs of English learners.



COLLABORATE

Talk About It  
Look at the photograph. Read the 
title. Talk about what you see. 
Write your ideas.

What does this title tell you? 

Where are the animals?

What are the animals doing? 

Take notes as you read the text.

1

Shared Read   Genre • Expository Text

What helps an animal 
survive?

Read about ways different 
animals adapt to their 
environments. 

 Essential Question

Text Evidence
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 What would you do if you saw a skunk 
raise his tail? If you knew anything about 
skunks, you would run in the opposite 
direction! Skunks have a built-in survival 
system. They can blast a predator with a 
horrible-smelling spray produced by the 
glands under their tails. 

The special ways that animals have 
to survive are called adaptations. These 
include physica l tra its  such as the skunk’s 
spray and animals with bright colors and 
markings that warn predators that they are 
poisonous. Some animals can sense the 
smallest vibrations in the ground. Others 
hear sounds from miles away. An adaptation 
can also be a behavioral trait. An example of 
a behavioral trait would be birds that migrate 
south every winter to  avoid  harsh temperatures.

Staying Warm
Brrrr! Imagine living in a place where the average annual 

temperature is an extraordinary 10º  to 20 º F. Welcome to the 
Arctic tundra of Alaska, Canada, Greenland, and Russia, 
home of the caribou. To stay warm, caribou have two layers 
of fur and a thick layer of fat. They also have  compact bodies. 
Only 4 or 5 feet long, caribou can weigh over 500 pounds. 

The tip of the caribou’s nose and mouth is called a 
muzzle. It is covered in short hair. This hair helps to warm 
the air before they inhale it into their lungs. It also helps to 
keep them warm as they push snow aside to find food. 

Specific Vocabulary 
Reread the second paragraph. 
The word traits means “special 
qualities that something or 
someone has." Underline an 
example of a physical trait that 
helps an animal survive. Circle an 
example of a behavioral trait that 
helps an animal survive. 

 Sentence Structure 
Reread the second sentence in 
the third paragraph. Circle the 
commas. Underline the name of 
each place. What animal lives in

these places?  

Comprehension
Main Idea and Details

Reread the last two paragraphs. 
Why can caribou survive in the harsh 
Arctic tundra? Write two details. 

Caribou can survive because 

 

  .

1

2

3

Text Evidence

When a skunk turns and 
sprays a predator, the 
foul-smelling mist can 
travel up to 10 feet.
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Intermediate/Advanced Companion Worktext

Students progress from beginning to intermediate/
advanced levels and level up to the core Wonders text.

Wonders Reading/Writing Workshop

COLLABORATE

Talk About It  
Look at the photograph. Read the 
title. Discuss what you see. Use 
these words.

animals    adaptation    survive

I see  

 .

What are the animals doing?

The animals are  

 .

What is the weather like?

The weather looks  

 .

Take notes as you read the text.

1

Shared Read   Genre • Expository Text

What helps an animal 
survive?

Read about ways different 
animals adapt to their 
environments.

 Essential Question

Text Evidence
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A skunk has a special way to survive. 
It can spray the enemy, or predator, with 
a bad smell. This special way to survive is 
called an adaptation.

Other animals have adaptations, too. 
Some animals have bright colors. The 
colors warn predators that these animals 
are poisonous. Some animals hear sounds 
that are very far away. Other animals feel 
tiny vibrations. These adaptations help 
animals avoid their predators.

Staying Warm
Some animals live in places that are 

very cold like the Arctic tundra in Alaska, 
Canada, Greenland, and Russia. The 
tundra is home to large animals called caribou. Caribou can 
weigh over 500 pounds. They have two layers of fur and a 
thick layer of fat. The fur and fat keep the caribou warm.

The tip of the caribou’s nose and mouth is called a 
muzzle. It is covered in short hair. The hair warms the air 
before the caribou breathes the air in. This helps the caribou 
to stay warm as they search for food. 

Comprehension
Main Idea and Key Details

Reread the second paragraph. 
Underline three different 
adaptations animals have  
to survive.

Specific Vocabulary 
Reread the third paragraph. The 
word tundra means “a large flat 
area where it is very cold and 
there are no trees." Underline the 
sentences that tell you what keeps 
a caribou warm in the tundra.

Caribou stay warm in the tundra 

because they  .

Sentence Structure 
Reread the first two sentences 
in the last paragraph. Circle the 
word in the first sentence that can 
replace the word It in the second 
sentence. Rewrite the second 
sentence with the word. 

A   is covered in short hair.

1

2

3

Text Evidence

When a skunk turns and 
sprays a predator, the 
bad-smelling mist can 
travel up to 10 feet.

45
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The top part of the Grand Canyon is the forest region.

The Grand Canyon
Expository Text

A canyon is a deep valley. The Grand Canyon is in 

Arizona. It has several parts, or regions. Each region 

has a different environment.

At the top of the Grand Canyon is the forest region. 

It has many tall pine trees. It rains and snows a lot here. 

Deer and squirrels live here.

Use Graphic Organizer 

50 to take notes as 

you read.

Essential Question 

What makes different parts 

of the world different?

ELD.PI.2.6.Em See the California Standards section.
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Accelerate Student Progress

 •   Inform Level Up decisions with weekly and unit progress  
monitoring guidelines.

 •  Provide collaboration opportunities to learn from peers.

 •   Offer recommendations to support, challenge, and identify  
when students are ready to advance to the next level. 

 •   Allow students to work independently in a personalized  
learning path.

Support Language Development

 •   Provides explicit instruction on how the English language works, including: 
structure/syntax, and academic language.

 •  Covers reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills.

 •  Includes language development resources such as: 

 – Language Development Kit

 – Visual Vocabulary Cards

 – Oral Language Cards

 – Online Differentiated Texts

Advancement for English Learners 
Help students progress to the next language  
proficiency level.

Name _______________________________

What makes the forests and woodlands of the Grand Canyon different?

The  has tall pine trees. 
The  has small trees.

 live in the forests. 

 live in the woodlands.

Respond to the Text

Read the text. Use Graphic Organizer 50 to record your ideas and notes. Have a collaborative conversation with your partner. Use the sentences b elow to start the conversation. Cite text evidence and record your ideas on the graphic organizer. Present your ideas to the class.

1.   W hat would you find at the top of the Grand Canyon? 
The top is a   of pine trees. 

2.  Tell what the desert region of the Grand Canyon is like.
It is hot and  .  grow there.

3.  Tell what you might see going from the forest to the woodland region.
You might see   in the forest.
You might see   in the woodlands.

 Write Work with a partner. Discuss your notes about “The Grand Canyon.” Then write your answer to the Essential Question.

ELD.P1.2.1.Em, ELD.P1.2.10.Em See the California Standards section.

forest

dry Cactus plants

small trees, bobcats, and skunks

 tall pine trees, deer, and squirrels

forest region

woodland region

Bobcats and skunks

Deer and squirrels
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Weekly Progress Monitoring

 •   Rubrics to assess written and oral production 
to inform instruction

 •   Level Up charts to determine when students  
are ready to move up to the next proficiency level

Unit Assessment and Rubrics

 •   Assess student language proficiency development in reading, writing, 
speaking, and listening skills taught in each respective unit. 

 •   Unit assessments are leveled for Beginning, Intermediate and  
Advanced students.

 •   Answer keys, rubrics and writing anchor papers provide quick and  
easy scoring solutions for teachers. 

 •  Online assessments can be accessed through ConnectED.

Unit Progress Monitoring

 Resources include:

 – Unit Assessment

 – Observational Rubrics

 – Language Development Kit

 – Foundational Skills Kit

 – Adaptive Learning
Grade 4

www.mheonline.com/readingwonders

Assessment
Grade 4

Assessment
English Language Development

• Unit Assessment
• Rubrics
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TESTED STANDARDS  

Q  LISTENING AND READING 
COMPREHENSION:

• Listening Actively
ELD.PI.4.5.Em.Ex.Br

• Reading Closely
ELD.PI.4.6.Em.Ex.Br

• Evaluating Language Choices
ELD.PI.4.7.Em.Ex.Br

• Text Structure
ELD.PII.4.1.Em.Ex.Br

• Cohesion
ELD.PII.4.2.Em.Ex.Br

Q VOCABULARY:
• Unit Vocabulary Words

Q GRAMMAR:
• Nouns and Noun Phrases 
ELD.PII.4.4.Em.Ex.Br

Q  SPEAKING 
AND WRITING:

• Presenting
ELD.PI.4.9.Em.Ex.Br

• Supporting Opinions
ELD.PI.4.11.Ex.Br

• Selecting Language 
Resources
ELD.PI.4.12.Em.Ex.Br

• Text Structure
ELD.PII.4.1.Em.Ex.Br

Additional Assessment Options
• Foundational Skills

 º Conduct assessments using the Practice and Assessment pages from the 
Foundational Skills Kit.

• LAS Links Benchmark Assessments
 º Use the LAS Links Benchmark Assessments to measure students' language 
proficiency and progress throughout the year.

Reteaching Options
• Use the online Reteaching lessons for vocabulary, comprehension, and writing.

• Use the Language Development Lesson Cards for grammar and vocabulary.

• Use the Foundational Skills Lesson Cards for phonological awareness, phonemic 
awareness, phonics, word recognition, structural analysis, and fluency.

Create a Student Profile
Record data from the following resources in the Student Profile charts on pages 321–322 of 
the Assessment book.

COLLABORATIVE INTERPRETIVE PRODUCTIVE

• Collaborative Conversations Rubrics
• Listening
• Speaking

• Leveled Unit Assessment:
• Listening Comprehension
• Reading Comprehension
• Vocabulary
• Grammar

• Presentation Rubric
• Listening

• Wonders Unit Assessment

• Weekly Progress Monitoring
• Leveled Unit Assessment

• Speaking
• Writing

• Presentation Rubric
• Speaking

• Write to Sources Rubric
• Wonders Unit Assessment

The Foundational Skills Kit, Language Development Kit, Adaptive Learning, and LAS Links Benchmark 
Assessments provide additional student data for progress monitoring.

UNIT 2 PROGRESS MONITORING

Program: EL17 Component: UA
Final Pass

Vendor: LD Grade: 4
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Level Up
Use the following chart, along with your Student Profiles, to guide your Level Up decisions.

Unit Wrap Up
• Publishing Party You may choose to have students choose and present their best 

writing from the unit.

• Oral Language Cards Students can discuss their favorite selection using the oral 
language prompts. 

• Additional Selections Students can talk about any additional selections they read 
or heard during this unit.

If EMERGING level students 
are able to do the following, 
they may be ready to move 
to the EXPANDING level:

If EXPANDING level students 
are able to do the following, 
they may be ready to move 
to the BRIDGING level:

If BRIDGING level students 
are able to do the following, 
they may be ready to move 
to on-level:

COLLABORATIVE

• express basic personal and safety 
needs, ideas, and respond to 
questions on social and academic 
topics with phrases and short 
sentences;

• participate in simple, face-to- 
face conversations with peers 
and others;

• express more complex feelings, 
needs, ideas, and opinions 
using extended oral and written 
production; respond to questions 
using extended discourse

• participate actively in 
collaborative conversations in all 
content areas with moderate to 
light support as appropriate;

• participate fully in all 
collaborative conversations in all 
content areas at grade level with 
occasional support as necessary;

• participate fully in both 
academic and non-academic 
settings requiring English;

INTERPRETIVE

• comprehend a sequence of 
information on familiar topics as 
presented through stories and 
face-to-face conversations;

• read brief grade-appropriate text 
with simple sentences and mostly 
familiar vocabulary, supported by 
graphics or pictures;

• demonstrate understanding 
of words and phrases from 
previously learned content 
material;

• comprehend detailed information 
with fewer contextual clues on 
unfamiliar topics;

• read increasingly complex grade-
level text while relying on context 
and prior knowledge to obtain 
meaning from print;

• read technical text on familiar 
topics supported by pictures or 
graphics;

• comprehend concrete and 
abstract topics and recognize 
language subtleties in a variety 
of communicative settings;

• read, with limited comprehension 
difficulty, a variety of grade-level 
and technical texts, in all content 
areas;

PRODUCTIVE

• produce basic statements 
and ask questions in direct 
informational exchanges on 
familiar and routine subjects;

• express ideas using information 
and short responses within 
structured contexts; and

• write or use learned vocabulary 
drawn from academic content 
areas.

• produce, initiate, and sustain 
spontaneous interactions on 
a variety of topics; and

• write and express ideas to meet 
most social and academic needs 
through the recombination 
of learned vocabulary and 
structures with support.

• produce, initiate, and sustain 
extended interactions tailored to 
specific purposes and audiences; 
and

• write and express ideas to meet 
a variety of social needs and 
academic demands for specific 
purposes and audiences.

LEVEL 
UP

Program: EL17 Component: UA
Final Pass

Vendor: LD Grade: 4
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Focused Student Assessment 
Monitor student progress.

Formative

Assessment

UNIT 2 • WEEK 4ALL LEVELS

Progress Monitoring

Written Production
Now that students have completed the week, you can 
assess their language proficiency to help determine 
their readiness to move to the next scaffolding level. 

EMERGING/EXPANDING Have students 
write a few sentences in response to the following 
prompt: Choose one animal you’ve learned about 
this week. Tell what this animal does to survive. 
Tell students you will ask them questions about 
what they wrote.

BRIDGING Use the paragraph they wrote in 
Write to Two Sources for evaluation.

Oral Production
ALL LEVELS After students have finished their 
sentences, meet with them one on one. After 
you’ve read their sentences or paragraphs, ask 
questions about what they wrote. You might ask 
them to expand on a fact they included or why 
they included certain information.

Diagnose and Prescribe Chart
Use the following chart to guide you in assessing 
their work. 

Written Production Oral Production

 EMERGING

IF
students don’t use academic language and lesson 
vocabulary in their writing

THEN
review academic language and lesson vocabulary 
in context.

IF
Students answer questions with one-word 
answers

THEN
repeat their answer using a complete sentence. 
Then have students try again.

 EXPANDING

IF
students aren’t including enough details and 
vocabulary

THEN
review using descriptive and richer vocabulary.

IF
students don’t use academic and domain-
specific vocabulary

THEN
give appropriate vocabulary and have them 
restate their answers using the words.

 BRIDGING

IF
students make mistakes with cohesion

THEN
review sequence words and have combine ideas 
using those words to improve writing flow.

IF
students realize that they used an incorrect 
term when answering a question

THEN
remind them to self-correct their speech.

If  EMERGING students are 
able to write and/or use 
learned vocabulary that 
they’ve acquired during the 
week, they may be ready to 
move to the next level for 
some tasks.

If  EXPANDING students are 
able to write and express 
ideas through recombination 
of learned vocabulary in 
different settings, with 
support, they may be 
ready to move to BRIDGING  
scaffolds for some tasks. 

If BRIDGING  students are 
able to write and express 
ideas to meet a variety of 
academic tasks, they may be 
ready to move to on-level for 
some tasks.

LEVEL 
UP
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Purposeful Technology & Resources 
Access digital learning solutions to engage students.

Adaptive Learning

 •   Helps teach foundational and language development skills with  
online individualized instruction, remediation and data reports.

 •  Allows students to practice skills at their own pace.

 •   Identifies students’ gaps and determines activities, interactions  
and sequences to promote success.

Digital Tools

For Teachers:

 – Customizable Lesson Plans

 –  Ready Made Instructional  
Presentations

 – Student Grouping and Assignments

 – Online Assessments

 – Mini Lessons with Audio Support

For Students:

 – eBooks

 – To Do List of Assignments

 – Adaptive Learning

 – Songs

 – Recorded Summaries of Texts

 – Voice Recording Capabilities



 

eBooks

 •  All texts are available as interactive eBooks. 

 •  Audio support is available with synced reads.

 •  Textboxes allow for typed or written responses.

 •  Mark-up tools save students work for teacher review.

Differentiated Texts

 •   Differentiated texts include Level Up instructional pathways  
and response to reading opportunities.

Lesson Planner

 •   Customizable planner includes differentiation for beginning,  
intermediate and advanced level students.

 •   Teachers can preview lessons and modify organization to suit  
their classroom needs.

Adaptive Learning

Available in print, digital  
and hybrid formats

eBooks with Audio SupportLesson Planner



Ongoing Support
We understand that great  

teachers spark the best learning 

experiences. Wonders for English  

Learners supports educators  

through ongoing professional 

development, with a wealth of  

resources for effective, engaging  

and intuitive implementation.

Teacher’s Edition

English Language  
Development

Grade 1

BEGINNING INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED 

FOR ENGLISH LEARNERS

Administrator Support

ConnectED Teacher and  
Student Lessons

Quick Start Course

Implementation Course

Initial Support

Onsite Training

Teacher’s Edition

English Language  
Development

Grade 4

BEGINNING INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED 

FOR ENGLISH LEARNERS

Companion 
Worktext

ELD 
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www.mheonline.com/readingwonders



Instructional Coach Videos

Animated Simulations for 
Special Features

Model Lesson Videos

Professional Learning  
Community Support Videos

Embedded Support

Author Webinars

Professional Learning  
Community Kits

Ongoing Professional  
Development

Online Mastery Courses



Learn more at: mhreadingwonders.com/wonders-for-EL 

1

2

3

Build language proficiency.

Collaborate through speaking, 
listening, reading and writing.

Ensure equity of access for 
all learners.

Translate success for every student.
Meet the needs of all English learners.

RD15M06065


